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Int reduction

During the quarter century since the birth of the branch of computer science known as artificial

intelligence (Al), rnuh of the research has focused on developing symbolic models of human

inference. In the last decade several related Al research themes have come together to form what is

now known as “expert systems research.“’ In this paper we review Al and expert systems to acquaint

the reader with the field and to suggest ways in which this research will eventually be applied to

advanced medical monitoring.

Knowledge Engineering

Artificial intelligence has been described as “the study of ideas that enable computers to do the

things that make human beings seem intelligent.“* An implicit assumption is that the computer should

have the ability to reason symbolically (rather than by combining numbers statistically or by using

other numerical manipulations that underlie conventional computer programs). Related assumptions

are that intelligent programs should be able to acquire new knowledge and to apply it appropriately;

they should also be able to manipulate and communicate ideas.

Of particular relevance to the study of medical inference is Al research into the construction of

systems for knowledge-based consultation. “Knowledge” is the key word and must be distinguished

from “data.” Computers have long been used to store data, but isolated data points do not become

knowledge until they have been analyzed and summarized. Accordingly, we suggest that there are at

least four types of knowledge that should be distinguished from statistical data. These characterize

the information that must be available to an expert system?

1. knowledge derived from data analysis (largely numerical or statistical);

2. judgmental or empirical subjective knowledge -- the kind that experts recognize is based
on their own experience but which may be difficult toverify  without complex and time-
consuming studies;

3. common sense or scientific knowledge -- these kinds of knowledge are often simple facts
(e.g., cars are for transportation, Gainesville is in Florida), but are symbolic in nature and
must be known by an expert in a field;
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4. strategic knowledge or “self-knowledge” -- this is the kind of knowledge that often
distinguishes an expert from a’well-trained novice in a field, e.g., an anesthesiologist’s
method of selecting an optimal anesthetic agent for a compromised patient or a
cardiologist’s favorite technique for choosing the diagnostic tests by which to assess a
patient with a new complaint of chest pain; thus, judgment  combined with a “strategic
plan” can be used to adapt a program to idiosyncratic situations.

An expert system, then, is a computer program that contains and can apply specialized

knowledge. It uses this knowledge to make suggestions to users who may not have the full range of

expertise available to the system. The construction of such programs is known as ‘*knowledge

engineering ‘14* ’ and typically requires close collaboration between human experts in a field and

computer scientists familiar with expert systems research. In order to simulate an encounter between

a non-expert and a human consultant, an expert system generally must contain all four kinds of

knowledge outlined above-and, thus, is more than a conventional data retrieval system.

An expert system functions as an interface between. the intended user of the system and the

domain expert (or experts) who collaborated in its construction. Since the experts may not be

generally available to all who would like their advice, the expert system becomes a surrogate.

During the encounter between an expert and a person seeking advice, there are three types of

information transfer:

1. the expert requests information about the case under consideration;

2. the expert offers a recommendation or conclusion based on the available data; and

3. if requested, the expert explains the basis for the final decisions.

Conventional approaches to computer-based consultation typically address only the first two of these

items. It is when a system designer wishes to construct programs that can explain the basis for their

decisions, in terms that a physician can easily understand, that the techniques of knowledge

engineering become particularly pertinent.

-2-
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Questions Asked By Physicians

In our work designing and building medical expert systems at Stanford over the last decade, we

have been guided by key questions that are frequently asked by physicians and that help to direct the

design of the program:! .

1. Do I need this system?

2. Will it help without being dogmatic?

3. Does it justify its recommendations so that I can judge them for myself?

4. Is it fast and easy to use?

5. Is it designed to make me feel comfortable when I use it?

The goal of most such systems is to answer all five questions in the affirmative. We will address

these questions indirectly by discussing the major themes in expert systems research. An early

expert system, known as MYCIN, is used to illustrate many pertinent principles. We also briefly

describe a more recent program, the Ventilator Manager system, that applies knowledge engineering

to monitoring patients in the intensive care unit.

The MYCIN System

The‘ MYCIN program was developed at Stanford University in the mid-1970s7  and remains a

good example of issues in the design and construction of knowledge-based programs. MYCIN was
-

designed to advise physicians regarding the selection of antibiotics for patients with severe

infections. When designing MYCIN, we were aware that the need for this kind of consultation system

would not guarantee its acceptance by physicians. It was also important that it reach decisions

comparable to those of infectious disease experts and that it be able to explain the basis for its

decisions. Artificial intelligence techniques seemed to offer solutions to these design

considerations!
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Knowledge Representation

We have described the four kinds of knowledge that an expert system requires to provide

specialized consultation. An active area of Al research is developing new techniques to encode and

manipulate such symbolic (non-numeric) knowledge. The method used by the MYCIN and Ventilator

Manager programs is called production rules (Fig. 1). Other methodologies include frames, semantic

networks,* and combinations of these. Most knowledge can be encoded in whatever formalism a

designer wishes, but the representation technique must accomplish the following:

1. formulation of explanations that convey a line of reasoning that a user can understand
and critique;

2. separation of the domain knowledge from the program itself; in this way, knowledge can
be changed without affecting the computer program;

3. a level of performance such that an expert can easily identify and correct faults in the
knowledge; and

4. interaction with an inferential method such that the system reliably reaches excellent
decisions.

Drawing on past experience with production rules in a large system that reasoned about

chemical -structure’, we used production rules9  to encode the knowledge of infectious disease

therapy”. A production rule is a conditional statement that indicates the circumstances under which

a-particular conclusion may be drawn (Fig. 1). MYCIN contains about 550 rules dealing with the

diagnosis and treatment of bacteremia and meningitis. The rules are encoded in a stylized language

that th? computer can interpret, and routines have been written to translate them into English for

display to the user as shown in the figure. The strengths of the conclusions are indicated by

numerical weights called certainty factors (CFs).” Most expert systems that deal with uncertain

inferences have been forced to incorporate scoring systems to keep track of the weight of evidence

favoring competing hypotheses.

As is true in other complex domains, human actions and beliefs in medicine interact with
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I f : 1 )  T h e  i n f e c t i o n  w h i c h  r e q u i r e s  t h e r a p y  i s  m e n i n g i t i s ,
and

2 )  T h e  p a t i e n t  h a s  e v i d e n c e  o f  a  s e r i o u s  s k i n  o r  s o f t
t i s s u e  i n f e c t i o n ,  a n d

3 )  O r g a n i s m s  w e r e  n o t  s e e n  o n  t h e  s t a i n  o f  t h e  c u l t u r e ,
and

4 )  T h e  t y p e  o f  i n f e c t i o n  i s  b a c t e r i a l

Then : T h e r e  i s  e v i d e n c e  t h a t  t h e  o r g a n i s m  ( o t h e r  t h a n  t h o s e
seen  on  cu l tu res  o r  smears )  wh ich  migh t  be  caus ing  the
i n f e c t i o n  i s  s t a p h y l o c o c c u s - c o a g - p o s  (.75) o r
s t r e p t o c o c c u s  (5)

Figure 1: A sample rule from the MYCIN system shows that the premise
of the rule is a set of conditions (here the four clauses following the
word “If:“) that are tested by the program. If the conjunction of the
premise conditions is true, the conclusion or action of the rule (the

!‘Then:”  clause) is executed and the inference is appropriate.

common sense and with precise knowledge in ways that defy simple delineation. The challenge at

this stage in the development of expert systems is, therefore, to constrain the task realistically so that

the program is tenable but still allows useful decisions for solving real problems. This has been

demonstrated by Clancey in his use of MYCIN for tutoring medical students.‘* Rules that had been

adequate for excellent performance in a consultation system were seriously deficient when they were

used for teaching. l3 We have also found that MYCIN-like rules need substantial modification to deal-

with inference in settings like medical monitoring where parameters change rapidly and analyses of

temporal trends are crucial.‘4

Knowledge Acquisition

As researchers gain experience in constructiing  consultation systems, identifying and encoding

expert knowledge has’been perceived as one of the most complex and arduous tasks encountered.

Experts often have difficulty distilling their knowledge, and, because there are other major problems

in identifying and encoding knowledge, the most appropriate domains for expert systems research at

this time may therefore be fields in which the knowledge is already highly-structured and well-

-5-
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specified.*.

In the case of MYCIN, we obtained rules regarding antibiotic selection and bacterial

identification by talking with experts in infectious disease. We quickly learned that people express

their knowledge best in the context of problem solving. Thus, we presented difficult cases to the

experts, observed their performance as they gathered information they needed when deciding how to

treat, and asked pertinent questions when the experts seemed to make leaps in logic or to ignore

certain data. In this way, rules were obtained and then encoded using the formalism of production

rules.

One member of our group, intrigued with the idea of a’ program that could guide this kind of

knowledge gathering, developed a program known as TEIRESIAS? It used the rules already known

to MYCIN combined with learning strategies to help an expert identify missing or erroneous

knowledge and to update MYCIN’s  rules interactively. TEIRESIAS provides an example of one form of

“machine learning’* (learning by being told, as opposed to learning by experience or by analogy).

Models of Reasoning

Once knowledge has been captured from experts, books, or other sources and once it has

been encoded, the program must have an effective method to search through the knowledge base for

relevant facts and to tie them together in ways that simulate human reasoning. There are two issues:

lj control of the reasoning process, and 2) management of uncertainty.

(Control  of the Reasoning Process

Entire books have been written on techniques for traversing a symbolic search space.17  The

approach we used in MYCIN is known as goal-directed reasoning or backward-chaining. MYCIN’s

rules are only loosely related to one another before a consultation begins, i.e., the system builder

*One of our present research projects, ONCOCIN,” is a cancer chemotherapy consultation program. We chose this field
for our current work precisely because the knowledge in the protocols used to guide the treatment of these patients is
formalized, written down, and subject to rigorous analysis.
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does not tell the program explicitly how or when the rules should interact. As it considers a particular

patient, MYCIN selects the relevant rules and chains them together. Two rules chain together if the

conclusion of one helps determine the truth value of a condition in the premise of the other; thus, the

resulting reasoning network is created dynamically1

MYCIN reasons backward from its goal of determining therapy for a patient. It starts by

considering rules for therapy selection, but the premise of each of those rules in turn sets up new

questions or subgoals. ‘These new goals then invoke new rules and a reasoning network is thereby

developed. When the truth of a premise is best determined by asking the physician rather than by

applying a rule, e.g., to determine the value of a laboratory test likely to be known by the doctor, a

question is displayed. The physician responds and the program continues to select additional rules.

Once information on the patient is entered, some rules will fail to apply. The rules that are invoked

provide a chain of inference specific to the case under consideration.

When reasoning is based on observations rather than goals, problem solving proceeds forward

-- from data to conclusions -- so-called “data-driven” reasoning. Many expert systems use this

alternative approach, and there are psychological data to suggest that “forward reasoning” more

closely approximates the way human beings solve complex problems. As discussed below, the

Ventilator Manager (VM) program uses the forward reasoning approach. A series of rules are

- examined to determine the reliability of incoming data. In successive steps, VM considers the

meaning of the measurements in the current context.

Management of Uncertainty

When individual inference steps are not certain, a level of complexity is added to the

interpretation of conclusions reached by an intelligent program. Not only are conventions needed to

assign weights to the rules, but also, when two or more pieces of evidence support the same

conclusion, some mechanism is needed to determine the net strength of the hypothesis. Expert

system researchers have found that formal probability theory is less than satisfactory for these

-7-
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purposes, although some have attempted’to adapt it to symbolic reasoning systems.‘8  This issue has

been particularly relevant for MYCIN, where the knowledge expressed in a rule tends to include

“suggestive“ or “strongly suggestive” evidence for a given conclusion. The need to combine pieces

of evidence regarding a single hypothesis, but derived from a number of different rules, requires a

numeric system to capture and represent an expert’s measure of belief regarding the inference stated

in the rules. Conditional probabilities were not adequate for this purpose,” and we devised instead

the system of “certainty factors” mentioned earlier. These numbers lie on a -1 to + 1 scale, with -1

indicating absolute disproof of a hypothesis, + 1 indicating its proof, and 0 indicating the absence of

evidence for or against the hypothesis (or evidence equally weighted in both directions). We have

described the model’s relationship to formal probability theory, and its methods for combining

evidence from diverse sources (rules and user estimates).”

Generation of Good Advice

The ultimate test of the validity of the model of reasoning used in an expert system is its ability

to reach accurate conclusions and thereby to give valuable advice. Our discussion of system

evaluation below mentions some of the difficulties that arise in attempting to show that a program is

performing at the level of an expert. There is a related controversy among expert systems

researchers. Some do not believe it will be possible for computer-based consultants to function at the

level of human experts until we better understand and model the inferences used by intelligent

problem solvers. Others argue that the details of a reasoning model are not important as long as the

system reaches good decisions and can explain its reasoning in understandable terms. However,

psychological studies of human problem solving, e.g., Elstein’s work in the field of medicine,lg  are

being studied increasingly by knowledge engineers as they attempt to develop systems that are more

robust.

Explanation of Decisions

As we have frequently stressed, a crucial aspect of the interaction between an expert and his

client is the ability of the non-expert to iequest explanations regarding the recommendation received.

-8.
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Our group recently surveyed several hundred physicians and found that they cited explanation as a

principal requirement for a clinically acceptable computer- based consultation? In fact, most

physicians felt that explanation is more important than absolute accuracy since they felt the latter is

unrealistic. If a program can explain the basis for its conclusions, users can examine the reasoning

carefully and decide for themselves whether to follow that advice. We believe this is important for an

expert system in medicine; consultation programs are tools for use by individuals who are highly

trained and unwilling to turn over their decisions to a computer program, regardless of how well it has

been validated.

One of the great advantages of the rules used in MYCIN is the development of mechanisms to

explain and justify system #performance. These capabilities also contribute greatly to MYCIN’s

educational role.13  _ Since all questions asked by MYCIN are generated by a rule that is under

consideration, and since all rules can be displayed in English, a rule is easily understood by a

physician who wants to know why MYCIN has asked a particular question during a consultation. In

addition, we have developed simple techniques for understanding free text questions entered by a

physician who is obtaining a consultation.*’ MYCIN can thereby analyze a question and recover the

rules used to make specific decisions during the interaction. Despite the power that rules provided

for facilitating explanations in an expert system, there are still serious limitations to the MYCIN

approach. Many of the problems with explanation parallel those with knowledge acquisition. For

example, an expert whose thoughts jump directly from data to therapy provides little structure upon

which an explanation can be based. This tendency to skip intermediate concepts prevents the

-exposition of general principles of action. Clancey has discussed some of these issues in his thesis,13

and we are continuing research in this area?

Validation and Evaluation

As expert systems have begun to mature, techniques have become necessary to demonstrate

that they can perform as an expert in the field. MYCIN has been evaluated now in three large studies

and we have discovered that the design of validation experiments is itself an area of research interest;

-9.
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a number of specific points are pertinent.

First, any evaluation is difficult because there is so much difference of opinion in medicine,

even among experts. Hence, it is unclear how to select a standard by which to measure the system’s

performance. Actual clinical outcome cannot be used because each patient is treated in only one

way and because a poor outcome in a gravely ill patient cannot necessarily be ascribed to poor

selection of therapy.

Second, although MYCIN performed at or near expert level in almost all cases, the evaluating

experts in an early study had serious reservations about the clinical utility of the program. It is difficult

to assess how much of this opinion is due to inadequacies in the knowledge or design of the system

and how much to bias against any computer-based consultation aid. In a subsequent study, we

attempted to eliminate this bias from the study by having the evaluators unaware of which

recommendations were from MYCIN and which from physicians. 23 In that setting, MYCIN’s

recommendations were preferred uniformly or judged equivalent to those of five infectious disease

experts.

Eventually, other questions must be answered regarding MYCIN and systems like it. Each

question requires its own evaluation. Is the system used ? If so, do the users follow the system’s

advice? If so, does the user benefit from the encounter with the system? Will the system be cost-
-

effective? What are the legal implications in the use of, or failure to use, such systems? The answers

to these questions are years away for most consultation systems but ultimately are just as important

as whether the methodology leads to accurate and reliable advice.

Generalization

We mentioned earlier the importance of separating the knowledge in an expert system from the

program that processes that knowledge and generates the advice. One reason for this separation is

the ease with which information can be added or corrected. Many expert systems include “editors”

that allow a knowledge engineer to modify the knowledge base without having to change the program

-10.
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There is a second advantage. One can imagine the development of interchangeable

knowledge bases, each driven by the same program. Each knowledge base would have to be

structured in accordance with the conventions required by the program, but once this were

accomplished, a single program could generate advice in a number of different domains. This area of

active research is known as “generalization” or the development of “system building tools.“24*  25 The

key idea is to develop a general purpose program that can be used by knowledge engineers to build

an expert system in a new domain. Such programs must define conventions for the representation of

knowledge and for the inferential models. The builders of systems must in turn comply with these

conventions.

Consider, for example, the system building tool that we have constructed from MYCIN. By

removing all knowledge of infectious diseases, i.e., all the rules, we were left with a set of programs

that we call “Essential MYCIN” or EMYCIN.25  EMYCIN can in turn be used to build an expert system

in a new domain so long as it is natural to structure the knowledge in terms of production rules.

Additional code was added to EMYCIN to allow the system designer to produce a knowledge base

quickly and accurately. Several consultation programs have been developed using EMYCIN,

including consultants for other medical problems and a consultant for structural engineering design.

An Expert System For Medical Monitoring

The Ventilator Manager (VM) program is an experiment in expert system development that

1 builds on our experience with production rules in the MYCIN system. VM is designed to interpret on-

line quantitative data in the intensive care unit (ICU). These data are used to manage post-operative

mechanical ventilatory assistance. VM was strongly influenced by the MYCIN architecture outlined

earlier, but the program was redesigned to allow for the description of events that change over time.

-11.
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VM is an extension of a physiologic monitoring system,** and is designed to perform five specialized

tasks in the ICU:

1. to detect possible errors in measurement;

2. to recognize untoward events in the patient/machine system and suggest corrective
action,

3. to summarize the patient’s physiologic status,

4. to suggest adjustments to therapy based on the patient’s status over time and long-term
therapeutic goals, and

5. to maintain a set of case-specific expectations and goals for future evaluation by the
program.

The program interprets physiologic measurements over time and uses a model of intensive care

therapies and clinical knowledge about the diagnostic implications of data.

Interpretation of Dynamic Data .

Most medical decision making programs, including MYCIN, have based their advice on the data

available at one particular time. In actual practice, the clinician receives additional information from

tests and observations over time and reevaluates the diagnosis and prognosis of the patient. Both the

progression of the disease and the response to previous therapy are .important  for assessing the

patient’s situation.

.
Data are collected in different therapeutic situations, or “contexts.” In order to interpret the

data properly, VM includes a model of the stages that a patient follows from ICU admission through

the end of the critical monitoring phase. The correct interpretation of physiologic measurements

depends on knowing which stage the patient is in. The goals for intensive care are also stated in

terms of these clinical contexts. The program maintains descriptions of the current and ,optimal

ventilator-y therapies for any given time.

. .
VM was developed as a collaborative research project between Stanford University and Pacific Medical Center (PMC) in

San Francisco. It was tested with patient information acquired from a physiolo ic monitoring system implemented in the
cardiac surgery ICU at PMC and developed by Dr. John Osborn and his colleagues.

96

-12.
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I F : Re la t ions  abou t  one  o r  more  paramete rs  h o l d

THEN: 1)  Make a  conc lus ion .  based  on  these  fac ts :
2 )  M a k e  a p p r o p r i a t e  s u g g e s t i o n s  t o

. c l i n i c i a n s ;  a n d
3)  Crea te  new expec ta t ions  about  the

f u t u r e  v a l u e s  o f  p a r a m e t e r s .

Figure 2: The structure of a prototypical rule from the VM system is
similar to the production rules used in MYCIN, with both a premise and

conclusion specified. The “conclusion” of a VM rule frequently
indicates actions that the system should take, e.g., suggest a change

ventilator setting, in addition to inferences that can be drawn.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................

Knowledge Representation in VM

Knowledge is represented in VM by production rules similar to those used in MYCIN (Fig. 2). In

addition to the premise and conclusion (or action) associated with each rule, several other

parameters are included: (1) the rule’s symbolic name, (2) the rule group, e.g., rules about instrument

faults, (3) the main concept (definition) of the rule and (4) all of the therapeutic states in which it

makes sense. Fig. 3 shows a sample rule for determining hemodynamic stability.

The VM knowledge base includes rules to support five reasoning steps that recur whenever

new data from the monitoring system become available. These are:
-

1. rules to characterize measured data as reasonable or spurious;

2. rules to determine therapeutic state of the patient (viz., the mode of ventilation);

3. rules to adjust expectations of future values of measured variables when the patient’s
state changes;

4. rules to check physiologic status, including cardiac rate, hemodynamics, ventilation, or
oxygenation; and

5. rules to check compliance with long-term therapeutic goals.

Each step is associated with a collection of rules, sorted by the type of conclusions made in the action

-13.
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STATUS RULE: STABLE-HEMODYNAMICS
DEFINITION: Defines stable hemodynamics based

o n  b l o o d  p r e s s u r e s  a n d  h e a r t  r a t e s .
APPLIES to patients on VOLUME, CMV, ASSIST,

T-PIECE
COMMENT: Look at mean arter ial  pressure for

c h a n g e s  i n  b l o o d  p r e s s u r e  a n d  s y s t o l i c
b lood  p ressure  fo r  max imum pressures .

IF:
HEART RATE is ACCEPTABLE
PULSE RATE does NOT CHANGE by 20 beats/minute

in 1 5  m i n u t e s
MEAN ARTERIAL PRESSURE is ACCEPTABLE
MEAN ARTERIAL PRESSURE does NOT CHANGE by 15

tor r  in  1 5  m i n u t e s
SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE is ACCEPTABLE

THEN :
The HEMODYNAMICS are STABLE

Figure 3: In a VM interpretation of a rule, the meaning of
“ACCEPTABLE” varies with the clinical context, i.e., the type of

ventilatory assistance. VOLUME, CMV, ASSIST & T-PIECE refer to the types
of ventilation therapies for which VM has been given rule-based

knowledge.

portion of the rule -- e.g., all rules that determine the validity of the data. Between steps (3) and (4)

above, a special algorithm is used to compare the validated measurements with the current

expectations, thus determining whether a measurement can be classified as high or low.

Symbolic Measurement Ranges

Most of the rules symbolically represent the values measured, and the terms “acceptable” or

“ideal” characterize the appropriate ranges. The meaning of acceptable will change as the patient

moves from state to state, but the statement of the relation between the physiologic measurements

remains constant. The use of symbolic statements, e.g., “heart rate is acceptable,” allows the

exposition of common principles of physiologic interpretation in different contexts and minimizes the

number of rules needed to describe the complexity of the diagnostic situation.
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The meaning of the symbolic range is determined by rules that establish expectations about the

value of measurti  data. For example, when a patient is taken off the ventilator, the upper limit of

acceptability for the expired carbon dioxide measurement is raised. The actual numeric calculation

of “expired PC02 high” in the premise of any rule changes when the context switches (removal from

ventilatory support), but the statement of the rules remains the same.. A sample rule that creates

these expectations is shown in Fig. 4.

INITIALIZING RULE: INITIALIZE-CMV
D E F I N I T I O N :  In i t ia l i ze  expecta t ions  for

pa t ien ts  on  con t ro l  l ed  manda to ry
v e n t i l a t i o n  ( C M V )  t h e r a p y

A P P L I E S  to al1 patients on CMV

IF ONE OF:
PATIENT TRANSITIONED FROM VOLUME TO CMV
PATIENT TRANSITIONED FROM ASSIST TO CMV

THEN EXPECT THE FOLLOWING: .
[ a c c e p t a b l e  r a n g e  1.

very [ ideal ] v e r y
low low min max h igh h igh
s-m s-w --- m-w  w--- -B-B

MEAN PRESSURE 60 75 80 95 110 120
HEART RATE 60 110

. .

EXPIRED I;CO2 22 28 30 l 35 42 50

Figure 4: This portion of an initializing rule establishes
initial expectations of acceptable and ideal ranges of variables. Not .

all ranges are defined for each measurement. PC02 refers to the
carbon dioxide in expired air measured at the mouth by one of the on-line

monitoring devices.

Interpreting Rules

The VM rule interpreter is based on the MYCIN interpreter. The major changes are: (1) forward-

chaining (data-driven) invocation of rules as opposed to backward-chaining, (2) checks to see that

information acquired in a previous time frame is still valid for making conclusions, and (3) iteration

-15-
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through appropriate parts of the rule set each time new information is available.

A data-driven approach is necessary to take advantage of the small set of measurement values

available in each time frame. This means that the inference works forward from the available

information as opposed to -working  backward from a goal and posing questions to the user when no

data are available. Because of the demanding nature of the ICU, the system must acquire and

interpret data with minimal staff intervention. Therefore, since some facts about patients will not be

known to the system, caveats are attached to the suggestions it prints out.

Each of the five groups of rules (corresponding to the five reasoning steps mentioned above) is

considered in order. Each rule is examined to determine whether it applies in the current context.

For example, rules designed to evaluate “T-piece” breathing status are not examined when the T-

piece is not in place. The premise of the rule is examined for validity, and the conclusions are

recorded by the program along with expectations on the future ranges of measurement values.

Suggestions to clinicians are also printed out.

Often the examination of the premise requires the use of a value acquired earlier in time, e.g.,

the temperature, which is volunteered to the monitoring system at intervals. The reliability of the

stored value is determined by evaluating either a time constant (for variables that predictably change

over time) or a rule (for cases in which the assessment of a value’s reliability is dependent upon
-

context-specific information). Associated with each parameter in the system is a specific mechanism

for determining its reliability over time. If a measurement is concluded to be spurious or outdated,

then it-is treated as if it were unknown, requiring alternate methods for determining the status of the

patient. Rule invocation is repeated each time that a new set of measurements is available (currently

every 2 to 10 minutes).

Identical conclusions made in contiguous time frames are represented by keeping track of the

interval specified by the times of the first and last assertion. A list of these intervals summarizes the

history of a particular conclusion. The evaluation of a premise such as “Patient hyperventilating for a
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30-minute  period within the last hour” is made by direct examination of the intervals stored along with

conclusions, as opposed to looking at the original measurements. Expectations are associated with

the appropriate measurement and are classified by duration and type, e.g., the upper limit of the
*

acceptable range. Expectations can persist for a fixed interval, e.g., “for twenty minutes starting in

ten minutes,” or for the duration of one or more clinical situations, e.g., while the patient is on the

ventilator.

Comparison of Mycin and VM Design Gods

MYCIN was designed to serve on the ward as an expert consultant for antimicrobial therapy

selection. A typical interaction might take place after the patient has been diagnosed and preliminary

cultures drawn but little microbiological data are available. In critical situations, a tentative decision

about therapy must-often be made pending actual culture results. In return for assistance in making

this decision, the clinician is asked to spend the small amount of time required to seek a consultation.

The intensive care unit is quite different, however. Continuous surveillance and evaluation of

the patient’s status is required. The problem is one of making therapeutic adjustments over a long

period of time, many of which are minor, such as adjusting the respiratory rate on the ventilator. The

main reasons for using VM are to monitor status or to investigate an unusual event. The program

must therefore be able to interpret measurements with minimal human participation. When an

- interaction does take place, e.g., when an unexpected event is noted by the program, it must be terse

and concise.

This difference in the timing and style of the man/machine interaction has considerable impact

on system design. For example, the VM system must be able to do the following:

1. to reach effective decisions on the presumption that input from a clinician will be brief,

2. to use historical data to determine a clinical situation,

3. to provide advice at any point in the hospital course of the patient,

4. to follow-up on the outcomes of previous therapeutic decisions, and
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5. to summarize conclusions made’ over time.

W’s environment thus differs from MYCIN’s  in that natural language is an unlikely mode of

communication.

A consultation program should also be able to model the changing medical environment so that

the program can interpret the available data in context. Areas like infectious disease require an

assessment of clinical problems in a variety of changing clinical situations, e.g., “patients after

positive or negative culture data are available,” “patients who are severely ill but lack culture

results,” ” patients after partial or complete therapy,” or “patients with acquired superinfection.”

It is also necessary for VM to contain knowledge that can be used to evaluate its therapeutic

advice, just as a human consultant follows a case over a period of time. This is complicated by the

fact that the user of the system may not follow the therap,y recommended. If the patient does not

react as expected to the given therapy, then the program has to determine what alternate therapeutic

steps may be required.

During the implementation of the VM program, we observed many types of clinical behavior that

represent a challenge to symbolic modeling. One such behavior is the unwillingness of clinicians to

change therapies frequently. After a patient meets the criteria for switching from therapy A to ‘B, e.g.,

IMV to T-piece, clinicians tend to allow the patient’s status to drop below optimal criteria before

returning to therapy A. This was represented in the knowledge base by pairs of therapy selection rules

(A to B, B to A) with a grey zone between the two criteria, e.g., “acceptable” limits might be used to

suggest going from therapy A to therapy B, whereas “very high” or “very low” limits would be used

for going from B to A. If the same limit were used for going in each direction, a small fluctuation of one

measurement near a cut-off value would provide very erratic therapy suggestions. A more robust

approach would be to make decisions in such situations based upon how long the patient has been in

the given state and in accordance with the previous therapy or therapies.
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A more detailed disc&ion of VM is included in a thesis based on the work,14  and, in another

paper, we have described in greater detail the contrasts between MYCIN and this approach to

monitoring.”

Advantages of Al for Medical Monitoring

Symbolic Models Provide a Context for Data Interpretation

The MYCIN and VM systems are experiments in how best to build symbolic models for

environments in which clinical data are gathered. Both models were designed to provide a context in

which numeric data could be interpreted flexibly. The model of “ventilator-y mode” that we developed

for VM is used to guide the system’s interpretation of parameters such as heart rate and mean arterial

pressure. Similarly, in MYCIN, the clinical context is determined by physical findings and other “soft”

data, e.g., MYCIN’s  list of previous medications and their time of administration is used to determine

how lab findings should be interpreted in the context of “partially treated meningitis.”

Context is somewhat more problematic in VM because we have had to assume that only a small

amount of current non-numeric information will be available to describe a patient. The context

therefore must be deduced from some of the numerical information, which is, in turn, used to interpret

the remaining data in the current or in subsequent time periods. For example, certain sudden

changes in airway parameters can generally be interpreted as the context “suctioning the patient”

a and the interpretation of cardiac and hemodynamic parameters are then keyed into this new clinical

situation. This high level model of the patient’s current state can be used to help in the analysis of

trends in measurements, e.g., to provide a basis for predicting difficulties, to allow for selective

tracking of “problems” as opposed to measurements, and to provide a more clinical orientation for

subsequent collection of data.

Symbolic Models Can Simulate the Flexibility of Expert Reasoning

Symbolic processing can merge mathematic analysis with judgment or “intelligence” similar to

that of an expert. For example, the VM program often throws out data because the monitor is

operating outside its limits of reliability or is improperly connected. When the trend concerning this
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time period is examined, the unreliable data are ignored, much as they would be by an experienced

clinician observing the same trend information. Similarly, recognitio? that the clinical situation

drastically changed in the immediate past can be used to tag as dubious any conclusions made by an
e

averaging function applied to current data. VM uses production rules to determine the utility of

“recent” measurements based on how quickly the clinical situation is changing. Just as the

operational assumptions for the monitors can be tested, so can any mathematical or statistical

procedure. Intelligent selection of a mathematical technique to analyze data typically requires expert

knowledge of statistics as well as of the clinical domain. The use of such knowledge when picking

and applying statistical tests for the analysis of medical data bases has recently been examined by

Blum?

Symbolic Models Facilitate Statements Of Expectations

The ultimate goal of computer-based monitoring systems is to predict problems before they

happen rather than to “alarm” as difficulties arise. Providing a context is the first step towards

reaching that goal. VM has a limited mechanism for adjusting the acceptable limits for one or more

variables based on recent events interpreted by the program. Other Al programs also address this

problem, e.g., programs for military signal analysis and speech understanding can set up “future

expectations” and then perform some analysis when future expectations are not realized. Similarly,

air traffic control programs can plan ahead in time, can detect conflicts, and can plan alternate traffic

routes. This type of computational capability would be especially useful in determining whether the

patient’s response to therapy is acceptable.

Symbolic Models Provide an Ability to Select Relevant Data For
Analysis

Al allows for a selective evaluation of the measured data. Many approaches to the

interpretation of data have concentrated on selecting the “most important variable” or on creating a

“figure of merit index” that tries to summarize difficulties into one specific number. Our approach to

representing clinical knowledge allows the physician to specify a variety of relations between

variables, or between variables and other available information. As always, using knowledge about
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the current clinical context can be used to guide the evaluation of rules and, thereby, to draw

attention to specific relations only when they are important. A single index can be replaced with

specific subtopics, e.g., “hemodynamic  status,*’ and with their relations to therapeutic goals, e.g.,

“the hemodynamics have not been stable long enough to suggest removing ventilatory support.” We

wish to turn a large amount of data into useful diagnostic conclusions supported by logically

referenced specific numerical data.

Summary

Several years of experience with MYCIN have led to an understanding of additional

requirements for symbolic processing approaches to medical decision making. These include

extending the knowledge base beyond the facts necessary for expert performance, providing a

structure for a large number of production rules, and extending the inferential aids to include

assistance throughout the patient’s clinical course. For decision aids in the intensive care unit, or in

other equally dynamic situations, programs cannot depend on interaction with the clinical users.

Furthermore, they must handle data that are changing over time and may be missing or spurious.

They must also be able to track the patient’s status during the course of disease or in response to

therapy. The VM program has suggested that knowledge engineering techniques, such as those

developed for MYCIN, can be adapted to dynamic clinical settings such as monitoring patients in the

in tensive care unit.
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